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Abstract
Reducing latency and increasing the throughput of issued data transfers is a core requirement if we are to meet the needs of future systems at scale, and therefore, fast
memory delivery to applications is a core component that needs optimization in order to meet this requirement. The demand for memory capacity from applications has
always challenged the available technologies and therefore it is important to understand that this demand and the consequential limitations in various aspects led to the
appearance of new memory technologies and system designs. Fundamentally, not a
single solution has managed to fully solve this memory capacity challenge. As argued
in this thesis, limitations by physical laws make the effort of expanding local off-chip
memory impossible without adopting new approaches. The concept of Non-Unified
Memory Architecture (NUMA) provides more system memory by using pools of processors, each with their memories, to workaround the physical constraints on a single
processor, but the additional system complexities and costs led to various scalability
issues that deter any further system expansion using this method.
Computer clusters were the first configurations to eventually provide a Distributed
Shared Memory (DSM) system at a linear cost while also being more scalable than
the traditional cache-coherent NUMA systems, however, this was achieved by using
additional software mechanisms that introduce significant latency when accessing the
increased memory capacity. As this thesis describes, since the initial software DSM
systems, a lot of effort has been invested to create simpler and higher performance
solutions including software libraries, language extensions, high performance interconnects and abstractions via system hypervisors, where each approach allows a more
efficient way of memory resource allocation and usage across nodes in a machine cluster. Despite such efforts, fundamental problems such as maintaining cache coherence
across a scaled system with thousands of nodes are not something that any of the current approaches are capable of efficiently providing, and therefore the requirement of
delivering a scalable memory capacity still poses a real challenge for system architects.
New design concepts and technologies, such as 3D stacked RAM and the Unimem
architecture, are promising and can offer a substantial increase in performance and
memory capacity, but together there is no generally accepted and effective solution to
provide DSM. On a DSM system, efficient and fast data movement across the network
is a major performance and scalability factor. For that reason, this thesis presents a way
to change bus transactions in a system, through a mechanism that reduces the latency of
8

small-sized data transfers across system nodes. This is accomplished by implementing
and evaluating a software function that conducts data transfers either by using Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA) accelerators, or native load stores issued by the processor. By conducting measurements, it is found that processor native load/stores are
beneficial and can provide up to a seven-fold decrease in transfer latency by overcoming the RDMA limitations in small transfers, while the latter transfer method is found
superior and should be used beyond a particular transfer size threshold. Therefore, by
combining the benefits of both mechanisms, it is possible to accelerate data movement
for small packets on the system global data bus, thus delivering the best performance
at zero-cost in terms of resources required. The system in which the evaluation took
place consists of Xilinx state-of-the-art FPGA devices with custom hardware designs
created by the tools provided by the FPGA vendor.
Because of the promising results that this thesis illustrates, these findings can be
useful for many application domains. Any parallel application that is based on stencil
computations will benefit because of frequent updates of the global array elements as
well as synchronization messages. One such example is computational fluid dynamics
simulators. In such cases, RDMA cannot fit well because of the inefficiencies when it
comes to small transfer sizes, mainly due to the setup time required. Other domains
that can benefit is Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Distributed Graph analytics,
mainly because of the large number of synchronization messages required as well as
the frequent element updates.
Moreover, in a global address space memory scheme where the address space is
partitioned to each node and multiple processes running on the system, the memory access model should provide memory isolation and be able to guarantee non-interference
between applications’ or processes’ separate virtual address spaces. The limitations of
the current generation of ARM (ARMv8 and AArch64) address scheme simply do not
provide enough address bits for physical or virtual addresses for a large scale cluster
with thousands of nodes. Therefore, efforts have been made to lift these limitations
with custom hardware support, but generally, improving this important subsystem is
crucial for future DSM systems with large memory capacities per node.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ensuring fast memory access to the required capacity is crucial for defining the performance profile of a computing system. As already predicted by the memory wall
observation back in 1994, [WM95] there is a continued disparity between CPU and
main memory speed increase in favour of the processor that results in performance
losses due to processor data starvation. Caches fill the gap between the slower main
memory and the large data capacity demands of the applications [KGB96], but due
to the relatively limited size of caches, memory accesses are still very frequent with
applications often requiring to access a byte of memory for every operation computed
[MRKU05]. Moreover, it is also essential to keep the main memory as physically close
to the processor as possible to minimize latency and maintain signal integrity.
In addition, applications attempt to ensure data is stored entirely in the main memory to avoid accessing the slower storage memory that would impact application performance significantly. Providing adequate and fast memory to store the majority if
not all the information of data-intensive applications is a difficult task for any system.
Besides, supplying the application with more memory poses a continuous challenge,
due to the trend of the ever-growing applications’ needs for memory. The problem of
providing more memory by expanding the memory capacity has lots of aspects, and
one contribution of this thesis is to describe how various attempts and approaches have
been taken to relieve this problem, how technologies have evolved and why none of
the current approaches appear capable of solving it.
The issues in creating a processing device capable of supporting a large memory
capacity range from the physics of resistance and capacitance through to hardware design rules, including several factors such as the maximum die size, number of routable
pins, timing issues and constraints as well as the mechanical placement of the memory
16
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interfaces on the silicon die. All these act as limiting factors of further expanding main
memory capacity supported by a single processing device. Due to the current semiconductor manufacturing process, there are limits in chip dimensions that in return, limit
the number of supportable memory interfaces as well as the connectivity to the offchip memory devices. Maintaining timing to achieve the high frequencies of modern
memory devices is also a limiting factor when attempting to place multiple memory
DIMMs next to the processing device. Current technology has also pushed the limits in increasing the memory density inside a DRAM chip due to physical restrictions
[KLH+ 10]. However, newly introduced memory technologies such as Non-Volatile
memories are promising as a capacity replacement but still fall short in terms of performance compared to conventional DRAM [VEPAG12]. On the other hand, new
interfaces such as High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [JCL+ 17] [OC14] and Hybrid
Memory Cube (HMC) [Paw11], [RCBF+ 12] offer potential solutions to some of these
problems described but are still not widely available nor provide the overall capacity
offered by a Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) system. In such a system, physically
separated memories form one logically shared address space.
Non-Uniformed Memory Architectures (NUMA) have attempted to address the
need for increased memory capacity by allowing access to memory interfaces across
multiple sockets of processing devices however with different performance characteristics. Although these multi-socket NUMA systems offer additional memory capacity
than a single-socket system, this is at the cost of non-uniformed and additional latency overheads requiring energy-hungry protocols to maintain cache coherence and
consistency of memory access. Such systems also require kernel [L+ 13] and application awareness to ensure scalability further adding to the cost of hardware and software complexity. However, such systems continue to struggle to scale up beyond a
limited number of sockets [MV10] due to maintaining coherence and associated interprocessor communication.
The struggles in scaling NUMA and the emergence of computer clustering led to
the creation of other approaches and architectures, such as DSM across clusters, that
albeit cheaper, offer a unified address space in which all participating nodes can share
a global view of the available memory. In such systems, RDMA-based proprietary
solutions such as InfiniBand is preferred over the commodity TCP/IP for performance
reasons. On a traditional transfer, data residing on application buffers must be copied
to additional socket and OS buffers, such as buffers in the transfer protocol driver,

18
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before reaching the network interface, while a similar procedure takes place on the receiver side. RDMA achieves higher performance mainly by minimizing the excessive
data copying throughout the transfer and also by removing the processor and kernel involvement in transfers and the need for additional buffers. As this thesis demonstrates,
RDMA struggles to keep the same level of performance in small transfers, which are
typically latency-sensitive and need to be completed fast. This is attributed to several factors such as the DMA setup required prior to the transfer. Furthermore, this
thesis presents a testing environment setup used to investigate the capabilities of the
ARM processors to issue memory transactions. The performance is measured by running user applications that initiate data transfers. It is found that the latency of small
transfers served natively by the processor is up to seven times smaller compared to if
RDMA was used instead as a transfer method. Therefore, this thesis proposes a smart
algorithm that combines the benefits of both mechanisms to deliver optimal transfer
latency in each transfer size. The procedure followed is thoroughly described so that
the experiments can be easily replicated. It is expected that operations such as stencil
computations and other parallel and memory-bound applications with frequent synchronizations or with data value updates on global arrays will benefit from the latency
improvement.

1.1

Motivation

Fast data transfers between system nodes are essential to achieve high performance,
especially in today’s computer clusters, in which many computing nodes need to communicate and share data with each other. As this thesis explains, efficient memory
delivery is considered a challenge nowadays, where the disparity of performance gap
between CPU and memory, also known as the memory wall, widens even more. This
challenge of delivering large quantities of memory becomes also a challenge of accelerating data movement over a distributed shared memory system with many nodes. It
is therefore very important to acquire a deep knowledge of the aspects of the problem.
The active involvement in previous European HPC projects such as ExaNeSt and the
current involvement in EuroEXA acted as a motivating factor for optimizing data transfers across clusters. In DSM clusters, data transfers across the network are responsible
for a large portion of total energy consumption and therefore, excessive data copies
must be avoided. Therefore the effort of optimizing transfers in such a system is very
important in order to meet the needs of future DSM systems in terms of performance

1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS
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and energy consumption.
While RDMA is a very potent mechanism for data movement, due to its nature
it has performance limitations, especially in small-sized transfers, which are typically
latency-sensitive. My previous work (and BSc thesis) was to implement a virtualized
RDMA engine with QoS capabilities [PCP+ 18] that also provides a thousand of virtual
DMA channels to the applications while prioritizing small transfers over larger, bulky
ones. While the DMA controller indeed prioritizes small transfers, parameters such as
the setting up the DMA and the inability of the DMA to issue more than one transfer
before completing the next can limit performance, and therefore, alternatives should
be investigated further. Many application domains benefit from RDMA-capable networks. These include Machine Learning, and Deep Learning, that have been successfully applied in Computer Vision, speech, natural language processing, etc. These applications are based on iterative executions with relatively frequent synchronizations,
therefore any latency reduction of such synchronizations will increase the performance
and reduce the execution time. Furthermore, any parallel algorithm that does stencil
computations will benefit. The deep learning computation in training a model involves
multiple iterations with rather frequent synchronizations. The performance therefore
often critically depends on the efficiency of cross-machine communication, including
its ability to leverage emerging network technology, such as Remote Direct Memory
Access (RDMA). This work makes a step forward by trying to further accelerate these
small transfers to speed-up communication, an improvement that can find its way in a
plethora of application domains.

1.2

Contributions

This section presents a summary of the key contributions of this thesis, in bullets.
• Identifying the problem of expanding memory capacity in computing systems at
scale is a key contribution if we are to move towards new solutions. Even more
important is to discuss new memory technologies, system designs and techniques
that emerged trying to alleviate this problem, and also why each effort fails as
the system scales. Therefore, during the course of this degree, a survey paper
was presented in MEMSYS’2019 that covered the broad aspects of providing
distributed shared memory while also providing an insight into future vision and
trends. [PALG19].
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• A computer cluster can scale out more than a traditional NUMA machine while
also delivering a unified address space across the system. Accessing this address
space requires additional software mechanisms that induce latency, and therefore
optimizing such mechanisms is a key factor to increase performance and lower
energy consumption. Since small transfers are typically latency-sensitive, a virtualized RDMA engine with QoS capabilities was implemented in collaboration
with FORTH [PCP+ 18] that prioritizes small transfers over larger, bulky ones.
Another key contribution is the evaluation of the performance of transfer mechanisms such as RDMA compared to processor-native load/store instructions, in
a system set up with two Xilinx Ultrascale+ boards that are used to simulate a
DSM environment. It was found that the overhead of DMA engines is significant
in small-sized transfers, while the native load/store capabilities of modern ARM
processors can be exploited instead.
• As a result, the most important contribution of this thesis is the implementation
and evaluation of an algorithm that accelerates small transfers with a measured
seven-fold decrease of latency, by combining the benefits of both transfer mechanisms in each transfer size. The results also give the opportunity for further
evaluation and exploitation after the end of this thesis.
• Lastly, an important contribution is the highlight of the ARM memory management subsystem that is integrated into the MPSoC of modern FPGA devices, as
well as a discussion on the limitations it poses to future DSM systems based on
ARM technology.

1.3

Thesis structure

The thesis structure follows:
• Chapter 2 provides the reader with the background required in order to understand and identify the problem this thesis tries to alleviate. An explanation of
what is an HPC system and how useful it is in our daily life is given. It describes
why memory capacity is an ever-ending problem and how physical limitations
led to the appearance of other approaches, such as NUMA. This background
knowledge is essential to understand the trend shift from trying to increase the
memory capacity of a single node into exploring other ideas and architectures
such as NUMA.

1.3. THESIS STRUCTURE
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• Chapter 3 describes the NUMA architecture and multi-node DSM systems,
alongside the problems and the proposed solutions to provide scalable systems.
It is also important to provide insight on emerging technologies and the subsequent limitations of each technology, and how they can contribute to providing
large amounts of main memory on a system.
DSM systems are cheaper to acquire and to maintain while also being more
scalable than the traditional NUMA systems, as several results from EU funded
projects successfully claim. Since the performance of these systems relies heavily on the performance of the interconnects and protocols used, the network
topology, and the kernel awareness for memory allocation, it is important to
contribute to optimizing the transfers in the data bus, as shown in Chapter 4.
• Chapter 4 makes a brief introduction of FPGAs and argues how FPGAs can
contribute towards realistic future DSM systems that consist of many ARM microservers tightly coupled together to provide what a commodity x86 server can
but with lower energy consumption. For a DSM system at scale to be efficient, it
must be highly tuned and optimized. For that reason, performance measurements
of existing transfer mechanisms were taken on a setup with Zynq Ultrascale+ devices, that include state-of-the-art MPSoCs. Experiments have been conducted
on the aforementioned hardware to expose the memory issuing capabilities of
modern ARM processors. Furthermore, the implemented software algorithm
that optimizes small transfer performance across the network is described and
evaluated on real hardware. Lastly, the limited capabilities of today’s memory
management hardware on ARM processors are highlighted and provide an insight into the improvements required.
• Chapter 5 summarizes and also presents the future work to be followed, based
on a great extent to the successful experimental results of the algorithm in this
thesis in conjunction with the deep understanding of the main problem described.
Lastly, the Appendix includes screenshots of Vivado waveforms from the tests
and the GASNet actual microbenchmark that further support the conclusions
from the experiments conducted. Each one of the pictures is thoroughly explained.

Chapter 2
The Importance of HPC and Memory
Capacity
For the past two decades, the increases in the demand for computing performance and
the energy-efficiency failed to keep up. as argued in [FC07]. For example, Since 1992,
the performance of high-performance computers has increased more than 10,000-fold
against the 300-fold of the performance per watt.
High-Performance Computing most generally refers to the practice of aggregating
computing power in a way that delivers orders of magnitude higher performance than
that of a typical desktop computer. While the computational capability of a commodity
desktop processor has significantly advanced, it is struggling to achieve the industry
computational challenges, and also pales in comparison to HPC solutions that scale to
thousands of processors and can perform quadrillions of calculations per second.
Data processing leads to scientific discoveries critical innovations, and as such, the
quality of life is improved for many people around the globe. HPC and the processing
power it provides is the foundation for scientific, industrial, and societal advancements.
Some examples of its usage span across multiple industries and such as simulations of
chemical reactions to better understand neurological disorders, climate change simulations, or weather forecasts. In addition, as technologies like Artificial Intelligence
(AI), the Internet of Things (IoT), and image processing evolve, the size and amount
of data that organizations have to work with are also growing, and the ability to process
data in real-time is becoming even more crucial.
To satisfy the processing needs described above, organizations need a reliable and
potent IT infrastructure to process, store, and analyze the increased amount of data.
Also, one important factor that should be considered is the power wall. As systems
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scale and more nodes are attached in order to increase performance, so does the energy
consumption that in turn after a point limits scalability. To make things worse, the
energy consumption increases linearly when inserting more nodes. But it is all down
to the processor architecture as well as to the particular workload to notice a close-tolinear performance increase.
Furthermore, memory capacity alone doesn’t affect computer performance. For
instance, if one application uses 1 GB of memory, it won’t matter if you have 2 GB or
8 GB of memory. However, if you have 10 active applications where each is using 1
GB of memory, then you might notice slowness and performance degradation, or other
problems. In the HPC domain, The memory footprints of an HPC application executed
with a given input dataset can vary significantly for different numbers of application
processes. In general, the more processes used for the computation, the smaller the portion of the input data handled. In the case where an application with frequent memory
accesses spawns processes and threads across nodes to exploit the parallel processing
capabilities of the system, being able to provide the required amount of fast memory
to each thread or process is crucial for achieving high performance.

2.1

Increasing single-socket memory capacity

Increasing the total memory capacity supported by a single-socket processor (one processor unit attached on PCB) is a profound solution to the memory capacity problem,
but in reality, it is limited by various factors, as described below. These include the
placement of memory devices, the dimensions of the processor chip, and the methods
available to connect these two. Even with technologies that start to address aspects of
these issues, the fundamental challenge related to the size of the capacitor cell required
to hold the memory state is limiting any further increase in memory density and hence,
the capacity of a DIMM.

2.1.1

Die size limitations

Semiconductor design requires high performance I/O such as memory interfaces to be
placed near the edges of a processor die, however, there are only four available edges
on any conventional 2D die. It would be very convenient for the chip designer to have
enough size and therefore the desired area to fit the required number of interfaces and
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logical components around the edges of the die. However, as discussed below, in addition to the obvious cost implications, there are various reasons why this cannot happen.
Chip manufacturers use a procedure called microlithography to fabricate a silicon die.
A silicon wafer is a thin-sliced semiconductor material, which acts as a base out of
which dies are produced. A chip manufacturer desires as many rectangular dies on a
round wafer as possible, in order to maximize the yield, which is associated with the
usable and flawless surface area of the wafer. A stepper machine first makes a number
of passes around the wafer, successively projecting the image of each die layer through
a photomask or reticle, and then, after several chemical procedures, each die layer is
fabricated. Larger feature size requires larger masks, and therefore it is more likely
to have errors in the resulting die due to fabrication imperfections or impurities in the
wafer, and as such resulting in a smaller yield. In addition, for a given manufacturing
technology node, the reticle has a maximum size even if the designer can afford the
limited yielding of a large die. Thus, because of these restrictions on size, there is a
limit on the amount of edge space available for I/O logic which in turn limits the number of interfaces that are used to access memory. Current state-of-the-art processors
can support around eight from a single large die [Mul17] [Cav18], as shown in Figure
2.1.

2.1.2

Packaging design limitations

Even when a large die implements many memory interfaces, further issues arise due
to the complexity of routing and driving these interfaces on the Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) on which and memory devices reside. A key factor that affects this ability is
the number of pins that the packaged processor device can support and be integrated
using current PCB technologies. Despite the increasing performance and I/O capabilities of a die, this also increases the power requirement. This creates tension between
the number of pins required to deliver power and the number of pins that can be used
for memory. Reducing the size and pitch of pins can provide more pins, however each
pin is less able to deliver the required power, further increasing this tension. There
is also the issue of voltage drop in wires, also known as IR drop [Riu13], which can
reduce the actual core voltage and hence signal integrity between the chip and memory devices. This, in turn, limits the physical distance that can be supported between
the processor’s memory interface and the memory device itself, currently providing a
depth limit of two modules per memory channel from the processor. Also, driving the
I/O pins is trivial up to a point, after which the cost rises due to the additional layers
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on PCB required to drive a large number of pins. Power9, the latest to date IBM multiprocessor is using serialisers - deserialisers (SerDes) called Bluelink and is able to
deliver sustained memory bandwidth of 230 GB/sec per socket. By using SerDes, it is
possible to mitigate the problem of driving large parallel data buses.

Figure 2.1: Die layout of the Vulcan chip used within the Cavium ThunderX2 processor device demonstrating the limitations in regards to the relative size and placement
of I/O and memory interfaces on each edge of a large multicore processor die [Vul19]
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2.1.3

Interface and chip placement and routing

As mentioned earlier, the length of the signal path from the processor to the memory
chip will affect performance and timing. The shorter the path, the less the latency,
and hence the longer the path the more likelihood of skew and longer latency [Jac03],
factors that together limit the amount of memory that can be placed on an interface.
When adding more memory channels, careful signal routing is required to maintain a
uniform distance while also avoiding noise and congestion between signals. Another
scaling problem comes from the parallel bus of DDRx systems. As the DRAM clock
rates increased, the signal integrity can become further degraded due to any noise. The
fact that the electrical contact to the DIMMs is maintained by physical pressure from
the DIMM slot contacts and is not soldered further contributes to the issue. However,
in some situations in which more DIMMs are added per channel, this problem further
increases, and often the clock rate must be lowered to maintain signal integrity. This

Figure 2.2: The board layout of a Cisco blade server demonstrating the placing of
DRAM memory devices (9-12) matching the edges that contain the memory interfaces inside the processors, further constrained by the physical dimensions of the blade
server [Cis16]
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trade-off of capacity for performance leads to further escalation of the capacity problem. Given all the above, the addition of more and more DRAM chips or interfaces to
increase the memory capacity cannot be a solution.

2.1.4

Limitations in increasing the capacity of a DRAM chip

At the memory chip-level, extensive research and work have been conducted throughout the years to increase the memory cell density of a DRAM chip, and consequently,
its capacity. Currently, we have almost reached a point where physical constraints do
not allow any further increase of DIMM density on a single die, a trend visible in Figure 2.3. In a DRAM chip which can include multiple dies, each bit of memory data
is stored within a small capacitor and the presence or absence of the electric charge of
the capacitor defines the memory state.
For successful DRAM cell operation, the capacitor in the DRAM cell should meet
two requirements, sufficient capacitance and ultralow leakage current in order to limit
the frequency by which a cell must be refreshed. Scaling of the DRAM cell has continuously reduced the area allocated to the capacitor in the cell, such that a 3D structured
capacitor is used to obtain the necessary capacitance in the limited area [KP18]. The
aspect ratio of the capacitor has sharply increased and will reach ˜100 shortly because
of the aggressive scaling of DRAM. However, a further increase in the aspect ratio (capacitor height divided by capacitor diameter) is impossible because of the structural
vulnerability of the capacitor, therefore, a higher-k material has to be used as the dielectric. Industrial solutions provide new higher-k materials to address this problem,
but as the size of the lithography process decreases, the task of developing higher-k
materials becomes more and more challenging.
In addition, due to leakage of the electrical charge, the capacitor must be periodically refreshed, otherwise any data will be lost. By shrinking the size of the capacitor,
the memory density of the DRAM can be increased. At the time being, DRAM manufacturers claim to have hit the limit in how many electrons are required to hold a charge
within an acceptable refresh period.[KP18]. The complication being that DRAM data
cannot be accessed during a refresh, resulting in performance loss. Also, Figure 2.3
shows that the trend of shrinking the feature size (the size of the elements on a DRAM
chip) is slowing down.
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Figure 2.3: Graph showing the alteration of the minimum feature size (nm) reduction
curve following the 2015 update by International Technology Roadmap of Semiconductors (ITRS) reality (blue) vs the old estimations (red) in reducing the feature size
(nm) (source [KP18])

2.1.5

Bypassing the limitations

In conclusion, the effort for increasing memory capacity associated with a singlesocket device to reach the capacity required by software has fought against physical limits that now more than ever are hitting a physical barrier. For these reasons,
interconnects and protocols have been created to allow access to additional memory
owned by another socket within the same board or device within a network. This remote memory, although not as fast as memory directly attached to the processor, has
promised to be faster than a traditional local storage device and therefore can act as a
suitable extension to meet application memory capacity requirements. The following
sections discuss the various technologies and approaches that attempt to provide to the
application access to large capacities of remote memory.

Chapter 3
NUMA and Distributed Shared
Memory
NUMA is a memory architecture that tries to overcome memory capacity limitations
by providing non-uniform access to memory, increasing the capacity by connecting
multiple processors and their associated memory altogether. Each processor has directly attached memory, however any processor can access any memory attached to
any processor in the system. NUMA does not change the memory to processor ratio
in a system but instead provides a linear increase in memory capacity as the number
of CPU sockets increases. To improve NUMA memory access performance [CFV90],
several improvements in NUMA designs have been introduced, as well as increases in
single node memory capacity. Due to the existent physical limitations that halt any further substantial increase in single-socket memory capacity, NUMA can be a substitute
in achieving memory expansion, but up to a point.
Historically, one of the first successful commercial NUMA machines was the Honeywell Bull XP S-100, a medium-scale NUMA multi-node system that was released in
the late 1980s and supported up to 64 users and by the then large amount of 16MB of
RAM across multiple memory banks.

3.1

NUMA and multi-node systems

A multi-socket NUMA system consists of processor chips in multiple sockets, each
with globally accessible local memory (as shown in Figure 3.1). Accesses to remote
memory of another socket was made possible through processor-to-processor interconnects and associated protocols, but their overhead induced higher access times than that
29
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of a two-node, dual socket NUMA cluster, with each having
local memories interconnected to provide a global Distributed Shared Memory system.
An example of such a cluster is SGI Altix.
of local memory. The transition from single node multi-socket to multi-node multisocket NUMA systems where each multi-socket node has additional links required
additional protocols to continue to provide a unified memory view.
Performance-wise, these additional layers increased access latency due to the nodeto-node communication overhead. This led to a shift of the memory challenges from
the independent memory management into providing efficient software-hardware protocols that unify local and remote memory and allow any socket to access this unified
memory address space. While minimizing latency is important, achieving higher performance on a Distributed Shared Memory NUMA system versus a typical Symmetrical Multi Processor (SMP) system with processors sharing the main memory relies
on using efficient interconnects and protocols, an efficient network topology ( e.g. fat
trees - hypercubes), as well as having a good fraction of data references satisfied by
local memory. Also, the locality is an important performance factor that can be greatly
aided by the operating system when it can allocate memory for processes on the same
node as the processors they are running on. From the developer’s aspect, the distinction of the performance gap between local and remote memory accesses should also be
known and therefore handled appropriately. As already described in [SaMM13], the
memory bandwidth for remote access can be less than 5% of the bandwidth reached
for local accesses on the system. In a hierarchical NUMA system with multiple levels
of cache-coherent interconnects, the programmer needs to maximize data locality as
much as possible to avoid remote accesses.
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3.2

System scalability effort and the memory coherence
problem

In addition to the overhead induced by the introduced interconnects and protocols to
access remote memory, more issues arose as soon as the number of nodes increases in
a NUMA system. To provide the same programming model, the fundamental aspect
of cache coherence is guaranteed through the serialization of memory writes [AG96],
but as the processor count increases, so does the scalability limitations due to this serialization effort, which after a point, hits a limit [Amd67]. Multi-socket cache-coherent
NUMA (cc-NUMA) systems after this point eventually struggled to provide increased
performance while presenting a cache-coherent memory view by means of write serialization, thus limiting any further scalability. On a typical cc-NUMA, (although
typically still abbreviated to just NUMA) system communication between cache controllers provides a consistent memory image when more than one cache can store the
same memory location. Fundamentally, as the system scales, thus clearly becoming a
communication-latency problem. As more processing nodes are inserted, the latency
associated with the interconnect increases with the number of cores, which also further
increases the per-core memory requirement for large systems and hence total capacity
requirements. Also, it is becoming even harder to provide a system unified memory
due to software overheads and network constraints, for which expensive custom hardware and software solutions are required.
Research studies [MHS12] dictate that by tracking shared data owners, the overall traffic overhead with each miss is not significantly larger with a larger core count.
On the other hand, the article does not provide an efficient solution on a larger scale
beyond 4 thousand cores. After this core count, invalidations are becoming more expensive, and efficient tracking of the page or cache owners require even more hardware
resources.
Industrial solutions such as NUMAscale with the NUMAConnect architecture [Rus07]
allow direct access to memory locations from any processor within the system, resulting in a homogenous cc-NUMA system, which is crucial to a program that exploits parallel processing, such as a High-Performance Computing (HPC) applications. Instead,
in a commodity cluster, the communication typically takes place with explicit message
passing between the processes on different nodes. Studies [SVM16] have shown that
a memory bandwidth of 2TB/s and a total speedup of 625 was achieved in Trajsearch.
This application decomposes a highly resolved three-dimensional turbulent flow field
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and utilized 1024 cores in a Numascale system. To achieve the 625 fold speedup in
this shared memory application, core-binding was required and also application tuning
was needed in terms of data placement, local buffering, and NUMA-aware scheduling.
Historically, SGI (silicon graphics incorporated) [SGI] was one of the first companies to push NUMA the furthest of anybody with its Scalable Shared Memory Multiprocessor (SSMP) [Len98] architecture and largely scaled NUMA systems deployments using multi-sockets [SGI06]. SSMP introduced and described by SGI as ”the
industry’s first 64-bit cc-NUMA architecture and supported up to 1024 processors.”
SGI effectively created a DSM system while maintaining the simplicity of the SMP
programming model and latency. However, it was necessary for them to create a hierarchical partition scheme (hypercubes), to allow their multi-socket NUMA system to
scale even further. This effectively alleviated the problem of write serialization however conceptually turned the system into a distributed clustered system. An example
of such a system was the NASA Columbia supercomputer back in the 2000s, which
includes over 40 SGI Altix 4700 racks for a total of 4608 cores and 9 Terabytes of
memory [BKKL06]. However, it became clear that clustering was a more efficient
solution that could scale higher than a cc-NUMA system.
Following that direction, DSM systems consist of a collection of nodes with one or
more processors and private memory that are connected by a high-speed interconnection network. The structure of an individual node is similar to a stand-alone computer,
except the nodes are usually smaller in terms of peripherals. At the highest level, a
DSM creates a global address space that can be accessed by all nodes. A range of the
global address space can be inserted into the existing local address space of each node,
or each node can receive a fraction of a separate global address space that is then subsequently partitioned and shared across all system nodes. It is clear that for a system
to be scalable, prerequisites in both software and hardware must be met. There is a
distinction between how the global address space is presented to an application and
how the system implements the node-to-node communication.
It is also useful to understand the distinction between system scale-up and scaleout, as these two forms of scaling act as the basis between the memory capacity that can
be obtained within a single node (scale-up) and the number of nodes that are required
to provide the desired system capacity-capability (scale-out). Over time, many solutions have contributed in both these aspects, targeting either in increased performance
through various innovations such as interconnects or to reduce system complexity such
as software-based DSM implementations.
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The term scale-up, or vertical scaling, is referring to the ability of an application
running on a single node to use all the increasing resources attached to that node. By
scaling up a system, memory capacity or processor count can be increased but the
system node count does not. In cc-NUMA, coherence is provided to maintain the
application programming model, but as the system scales, it reaches a point where
coherence overheads become so large that it negates any performance gains by adding
more resources, such as processors, meaning that further scale-up is not possible.
Scale-out, or horizontal scaling, is effectively the addition of system nodes typically with similar capabilities, by attaching all nodes to a common network. The aim
is to create a uniform and capable system where applications that adopt a distributed
computing model can take advantage of the additional number of nodes. However, application developers still long fought for the existence of the shared memory software
model which offers an efficient way of passing data between programs, even on these
network clustered machines, and marked the beginning of the existence of DSM.
Therefore, the evolution of DSM needed to concentrate on two aspects: (i) how
applications access the global address space typically through libraries and language
extensions and (ii) how the node interconnect creates the global address space.

3.3

Evolution and current trends on Interconnects

Initial DSM systems used the existing interconnect protocol stacks between nodes
(such as TCP/IP) to provide communication between the nodes of a DSM. By definition, these stacks add a significant overhead to the remote memory access and became
a prime candidate for initial innovation. An obvious improvement was to replace the
TCP with a lightweight protocol such as UDP or support the protocol with hardware
offload such as Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) where blocks of memory can
be moved directly between nodes without processor involvement. This trajectory has
continued with newer innovative interconnect architectures that offer significant performance gains by further removing the network overhead of existing protocols and
processor involvement. RapidIO [Dan03] was a hardware communication stack that
provided coherence between nodes in clusters, however it was not well adopted due
to its proprietary nature. Newer non-proprietary interconnection protocols provide the
semantics for easier adaptation. For example, Gen-Z [con18b] is a scalable, universal system interconnect that uses a memory-semantic (load/store) protocol and enables
multiple components of different types to efficiently communicate by instantiating a
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bridging device which provides direct byte-addressable communication with the remote node compared to the RDMAs block structure while, at the same time, natively
providing addressability into the global address space. Practically, this allows any
component (processors, accelerators, network cards) that can access this bridging device to talk to any other component as if it were communicating with its local memory
using dedicated memory access commands, and thus it is called as ”memory-semantic
protocol” by Hewlett Packard Enterprise. Memory-semantic communication moves
data between memories located on different components with minimal overhead and
latency by using load-store memory semantics everywhere. The drawback is that it
does not support cache coherence, thus limiting performance in shared memory systems in which software (and subsequently additional overhead) is required to maintain
coherence around every transaction across the application. Although promising, lack
of cache coherence support will make scalable applications development difficult beyond the benefit of providing byte access to large storage devices.
Another interconnect, the Cache-Coherent Interconnect for Accelerators (CCIX)
[con18a] is a scale-up interconnect architecture developed by the CCIX consortium
and offers memory consistent communication between heterogeneous elements such
as system accelerators and processors. This is accomplished by providing a cachecoherent protocol over the standard PCIe physical interface which may allow it to be
more successful than RapidIO. Although high-performance, this heterogenous NUMA
architecture suffers from the very same memory coherence scalability issues that write
serialization induces, introducing similar bottlenecks as in a homogeneous scaled system, and therefore this cannot be considered a solution to the memory scalability issue.

3.4

Advancement of language extensions and libraries

From the software perspective, in order to abstract the interconnect protocols and provide a DSM programming model, several language extensions as well as software
libraries have been implemented. Within the HPC market, various Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS) programming models have been developed that assume a parallel programming model with a logically partitioned global memory address space
across nodes. PGAS languages try to combine the advantages of a distributed memory system programming model such as MPI [SKP06], that can benefit from hardware
accelerated interconnect, with explicit data referencing semantics of a shared memory
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Figure 3.2: Demonstrating the distinction between CCIX and Gen-Z path to main
memory

system. Examples of such implementations include BXI by Atos [DPSP+ 15] and ConnectX by Mellanox [SKP+ 07], that combine proprietary interconnects and hardware
primitives that can be mapped directly to communication libraries.
PGAS can be provided to the programmer either as a language, language extension,
or through libraries, such as Chapel [CCZ07], Unified Parallel C (UPC) [EGS06], and
Co-array Fortran [NR98]. They often allow a weak memory consistency to counter
the restrictions of a strict sequential consistency which as the system scales, becomes
prohibitively expensive performance-wise. Unfortunately, these approaches are provided by multiple vendors, each often using proprietary hardware solutions, and therefore have limited adoption. Efforts have been made to tackle this proprietary nature
constrain, with attempts to standardize RDMA access to lower latency, or adding additional layers of abstraction such as Portals 4 [BBH+ 12] to standardize underlying
hardware and provide low latency from either the language semantics or software libraries.
Several software DSM implementations rely on kernel modifications and libraries
to provide a portable solution of a DSM system over the network by merging mainly
commodity solutions into a unified system. Treadmarks [KCDZ94] supported DSM
over UDP/IP, where Grappa supported both TCP and RDMA configurations [NHM+ 15]
and provided a user-level library and runtime to the user, although these solutions came
with a significant software overhead and memory latency. Treadmarks tried to reduce
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the amount of necessary communication to maintain memory consistency but was successful only to a point. FaRM [DNCH14] utilized RDMA for better performance by
removing the TCP/IP network stack, but throughput is still limited to the RDMAs
lower effective bandwidth compared to the cross-sectional bandwidth of the network
between multiple nodes and the inefficiencies of setting up an RDMA transfer for small
amounts of data. In the latter case, a more traditional approach of data copying should
be adopted, like the one described in Section 4.
ArgoDSM [KKN+ 15] is another new, highly-scalable, software DSM system for
HPC and Big Data applications, meant to be run on top of an RDMA-capable network
layer that can provide a cache-coherent global address space in a distributed system
without dedicated hardware support but with efficient synchronization, page locking
and a new software-based coherence protocol. Benchmarks show that Argo scales
more than UPC after a certain number of nodes, and generally relieves the problem of
centralized coherence approach, but without dedicated hardware support, such as fast
interconnects, access latency remains high.
Lastly, efforts exist to create a specification for a standardized API for parallel programming in PGAS through OpenSHMEM [CCP+ 10]. Along with the specification,
OpenSHMEM provides a reference for a portable API implementation that allows it to
be deployed in various environments and hardware interconnect accelerators.

3.5

Emerging Technologies

On the hardware level, innovations and new architectural approaches of the memory
subsystem led to significant breakthroughs, resulting in new technologies that offer
higher memory capacity. Several memory dies are now stacked inside a single die,
Non-Volatile Memories (NVM) are pushing the density limits far beyond DRAM could
ever reach, memory interfaces with serialized bus allow more memory devices to be
attached to a single processor, and novel approaches, such as Unimem that aims to lift
the barriers of a DSM system at scale, all these innovations would eventually allow
higher capacities of memory available to a system.

3.5.1

Multi-chip modules

One of the ways to overcome the size induced yields issues on a single die is by partitioning the large die into smaller dies which also, in consequence, increases the total
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edge area. This partitioning simplifies power supply requirements because of shorter
interconnect lengths and offers the opportunity for greater miniaturization and reliability at system-level due to decreased number of interconnects between system level
components thus leading to lower cost and simplification of by putting several devices,
including memory devices, into a single package.
Historically, research on the Multi-chip modules (MCMs) dates back to the 80s.
[BMH+ 89]. Currently, the evolution of chip manufacturing process allowed the creation of devices with more dies integrated into a single package both in 2D and 3D
planes, providing higher-yielding devices capable of supporting a larger number of
memory interfaces, as demonstrated in Figure 3.3.

3.5.2

Non-Volatile Memory technologies

As discussed earlier, single DRAM chips have almost reached their density limits.
However, since NVMs do not use capacitors, they are able to scale further and provide
additional capacity compared to DRAM. The current generation of volatile memories
cannot replace DRAM due to performance and durability concerns as already stated
in [AHH+ 17], but since they offer higher capacity and lower power, NV Memory is
a very interesting trajectory for increasing the capacity of memory that is close to the
processor. This emerging technology could solve many of the big issues introduced
earlier, such as the capacity per mm2 while also capable of solving the pin-out problem,
due to the capabilities of the processors to control flash through the high-speed serial
I/O already present.
Research has shown that NV Main Memory (NVMM) improves application performance significantly over flash-based SSDs and HDDs, without application changes
[ZS15]. Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of NVM technologies, compared
to DRAM [MVL15]. Spin Transfer Torque RAM [AKW+ 13] has worse write performance compared to DRAM, as well as lower density compared to other NVMs.
Resistive-RAM [SCL+ 11] has the potential to be integrated into a CPU die since it can
be fabricated in a standard CMOS logic process. A study shows that this can enable
massive memory parallelism, high performance, and power efficiency [JWS+ 18]. The
same study also makes clear that several challenges that span across multiple system
abstraction layers need to be overcome for this concept to be realized. More specifically, in addition to the immature ability of the ReRAM to be used as main memory
instead of flash memory (in terms of latency and reliability), a large chip area is to
be occupied by ReRAM logic, directly pointing to the need for designing much larger
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Figure 3.3: The layout of an EPYC multi-chip module package containing 4 chips,
supporting a total of eight DDR4 channels
cores. But as already discussed in Section 2.1, this task is already difficult.
Phase Change Memory (PCM) [RBB+ 08] offers higher memory density but also
higher write latency and low endurance. However, as this is a significant research area,
newer technologies such as Domain Wall Memory [SZS+ 17], which is the less mature
of the non-volatile Memory technologies due to its physical nature, can offer higher
density but non-uniform access latency. Other promising technologies include CeRam,
nanotube, or Skyrmion [MLMR+ 16] based devices.
Currently, processors do not uniformly have native provision for the persistence in
main memory which is a trait of NVM. Assuming that future generations of processors
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will overcome this by providing support for NVMM persistence, and the technologies
will mature, there is a potential to increase the total memory capacity of even a single
node.
Density (F2 )
Read Latency
Write Bandwidth
Endurance (cycles)
Byte Addressable
Volatile

DRAM
6-12
10-50 ns
1 GB/s per die
>1016
Yes
Yes

PCM
4-16
48-70 ns
100 MB/s per die
109
Yes
No

Other NVMs
4-60
10-100 ns
140 MB/s - 1 GB/s per die
1012 - 1015
Yes
No

Table 3.1: Comparison of Memory technologies properties [ZS15]. We can see the
larger density supported by NVMs over DRAM. Other NVMs include the Memristor,
STTM, FeRAM, and MRAM..

3.5.3

Memory Interfaces

As discussed in Section 2, the delivery of memory comes through a parallel bus, which
limits the off-chip capacity that can be supported. To address this problem, in-package
substrates which can support many smaller pins between processors and memory can
be used to alleviate the pin count problem. HBM leverages the benefits of smaller pins,
and in turn, by being integrated within an MCM, together they significantly reduce the
issues associated with interfacing a processor with memory, however, the amount of
memory that can be placed inside the MCM is still small compared to the amount of
memory that can be placed off-chip.
An alternative to the parallel memory bus is to use a high-speed serial bus. This
approach addresses many issues, including the number of pins needed to be supported
by the processor device. The narrower bus is also easier to route and can travel further
across the PCB without suffering from timing skew [Jac03]. This effectively allows
more memory devices to be attached to a single processor, but also requires the memory device to include active control of the DRAM. The HMC includes a logic layer that
redirects requests between off-chip serial interfaces and die components, while also
supporting in-memory operations. HMC is a good example of this approach which in
addition when multiple high-speed interfaces are provided to the HMC device, a chain
network of memory devices and processors can be created [RCBF+ 12], thus effectively
creating a DSM. In both the HMC and HBM technology approaches, the capacity to
the associated memory devices is limited by the form factor, however, the stacking of
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memory dies is allowing these to approach the capacity of traditional DRAM DIMMs.
Performance-wise, simulations have shown that HMC and HBM can reduce end-toend application execution time by 2x-3x over DDRx and LPDDR4 architectures in
benchmarks of the HPC Challenge benchmark suite running on GEM5 [LRJ18].

3.5.4

Stacked memory technologies

The introduction of 3D-stacked DRAM inside the die however leads to the increase of
the single memory device capacity by accommodating more dies inside a package and
therefore can offer more package memory density.
The DDR4 [Dav13] standard introduced the ability for Through-Silicon Vias (TSV)
stacking extensions that allowed manufacturers to create high capacity DIMMs. Also,
Registered DIMMs (RDIMMs) allow more stability in situations where more than one
DIMM per channel is used. Samsung announced 256-Gbytes 3D stacked RDIMM
based on the 10 nm fabricating process that offers lower power consumption and improves performance by doubling its current maximum capacity [Gun18].
The stacked DRAM dies are connected with TSVs that shorten the interconnection
paths, reducing the channel latency and energy consumption. An HMC implementation provides device addressable memory stacked DRAM dies on top of a silicon die
while removing the obstruction of limited pin count by introducing differential serial
links connected to the processor. A version of HMC named Multi-Channel DRAM
(MCDRAM) was developed in partnership with Intel and Micron to be used in the Intel Xeon Phi processor codenamed Knights Landing. This introduces a new paradigm
in which DDR4 and 3D-stacked RAM are used by the processor, each with different
performance characteristics and modes, such as a cache-only, memory addressable,
and hybrid mode, which is a mixture of both [Asa16]. Lastly, it is worth mentioning
what is argued in [RZR+ 15]; even when device chains of 3D-stacked DRAM may
significantly increase the available memory bandwidth, only applications with a high
level of memory-level parallelism will benefit, while the rest will not.

3.5.5

Compute units, Chiplets and Unimem

At the DATE conference [Col13] in 2013, the concept of a Compute Unit was first
discussed in which a computation engine, its memory, and a coherence interconnect
provide a locally coherent view of the unit’s memory hierarchy to the outside world
while also providing a path to remote memory (see Figure 3.5). This remote memory
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Figure 3.4: An example of 3D stacked RAM.
space by means of a global interconnect becomes a globally shareable address space,
in addition to the local address space, in which remote units can access locally owned
memory coherently with any cached access from any computation engine within the
local unit. Unlike traditional shared memory models, this model defines a single-sided
coherence scheme in which only the owning unit can cache any globally shared region
of local memory. This removes the complexities and costs associated with maintaining
a coherence protocol between units, and hence lifting the scalability limiting serialization of coherent writes, while also removing any need for software to manage caches at
the memory owning unit. Address translation facilities in the bridges between the local and remote address spaces also enable the remote address map to be defined by the
configuration of the global interconnect as opposed to a globally agreed configuration
between all the local unit’s address spaces.
These aspects of a Compute Unit were defined to enable a DSM capability between multiple units with the global interconnect operating at the processor-native address layer of the Compute Unit. This also removes various levels of the typical DSM
communication stack in that an application or any hardware block executing in one
unit is able to natively load/store into a remote unit’s memory. Protection and translation between each unit’s configuration of its local address space are accomplished via
the configuration of their local bridges to the global address space. Support for global
atomic transactions by using monitors local to each of the local memories, thus providing the fundamental capabilities to support NUMA enabled operating systems. Clearly,
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the requirement not to cache remotely accessed memory would significantly lower the
performance of operations on remote memory, however, other than sharing within a
single distributed virtual address space it was found that for inter-process communication, the local cache was typically cold as the processors move data between processes.
A further benefit of the Compute Unit and the flexibility in the arrangement for the
global address space was also defined so that a silicon implementation of a Compute
Unit could be reused between designs and be delivered as a silicon module called
a Chiplet. The term Chiplet was first used to define a silicon module that has the
properties of a Compute Unit, however, more recently the term is also being used to
mean any subsystem of a design hardened as a module in silicon. The link between the
concept of a Compute Unit, its delivery as a Chiplet, and the scalability of a design was
first investigated and prototyped in the EU funded FP7 project EuroServer [DCA+ 14].
Following the EuroServer project, a number of subsequent projects further refined
various aspects of the Compute Unit based DSM architecture, in what has become
known as the Unimem Memory System Architecture [RPP+ 17]. Currently, the H2020
project EuroExa [eur17] is implementing a large scale prototype of a Unimem capable
HPC platform that implements an ARM processing system as a Compute Unit Chiplet
coupled with FPGA. This platform is capable of processor-native load/store transactions through address translation bridges in which a global interconnect and routing
topology provides an owner-coherent, DSM system.
In the following chapter, it is argued why accelerating data transfers over the network is crucial for a DSM system. Furthermore, experiments that expose the limitations of RDMA offloading for small transfers were conducted. It is also shown that
a speedup in small-sized transfers in a system composed of Xilinx FPGA boards can
be achieved by exploiting the native processor capabilities. Table 3.2 provides a brief
comparison of software and hardware technologies, how these fit on a DSM system,
and their orientation. The last entry on the table corresponds to this thesis solution, and
the next chapter describes extensively how this solution can be beneficial for a DSM
system, with minimal resource usage.
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Coherence

Orientation

Latency
Improvement

Depends

Bandwidth

No

GenZ

No

CCIX

Symmetric

RapidIO

Symmetric

Memory Interfaces
HMC
HBM
Stacked memory
technologies
NVMs
MCMs (e.g. AMD Epyc)
Compute Units
and Unimem
Software
Libraries
Language
Extensions
This thesis
solution

No
No
No

Bandwidth
& Latency
Bandwidth
Bandwidth
& Latency
Bandwidth
Bandwidth
Bandwidth

No

Capacity

No

No
No

Capacity
Capacity
Bandwidth
& capacity

No
No

Capacity

No

Capacity

No

Asymmetric Latency

Yes

Asymmetric
Software
based
Software
based

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes

Table 3.2: An overview of new technologies and how they fit the characteristics of a
Global Address Space Memory System. Asymmetric coherence is the coherence between memory and a single cache, while symmetric is the coherence between memory
and any cache on the system.
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Figure 3.5: The concept of compute unit (Source: ARM)

Chapter 4
Accelerating Data Movement For
Small Packets
Remote memory sharing is a good technique to provide a larger quantity of DRAM
when local DRAM is not sufficient in a node. Unfortunately, the effective delivery
of a large, remote DRAM quantity to the application poses a challenge to any system designer due to complexity and software protocols. The introduction of FPGA
tightly coupled with Multi-Processor System on Chip (MPSoC) provides the flexibility to system designers to implement custom hardware solutions to overcome the software overhead and implement essential collective functions to a DSM system, such as
synchronizations barriers or atomic operations, which are used by many parallel applications. An introduction to FPGAs is below in this chapter. Inefficiencies of current
transfer mechanisms such as RDMA are explored, and an alternative is introduced, by
measuring the capabilities of current ARM processors in issuing memory transactions.
As it is important to speed up memory transactions and therefore the performance
in computing clusters, experiments were conducted in two Xilinx FPGA nodes connected together. An algorithm is applied, that checks the transfer size and issues processor native memory load/store instructions below a size threshold instead of initiating
the DMA engine. The evaluation shows a significant speedup in small data movement
when applying the algorithm. In addition, GASNet, a language-independent, DSM
networking middleware layer that provides network-independent, high-performance
communication primitives was installed in each system node. GASNet provides some
benchmarks to measure the transfer throughput between nodes. The idea is that the
algorithm and its benefits can be applied to such middleware libraries, but due to the
limited time of the MPhil programme, the evaluation has been marked as future work.
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Lastly, since memory translation is essential in the PGAS model, there is some discussion on the limitations of current memory translation hardware and how these can
limit system scalability.

4.1

Improving the performance of software DSM systems

Copying data from one chip to another, today takes orders of magnitude more energy
than making an arithmetic operation on this data. A significant portion of this energy is wasted in copying the communicated data from one memory buffer to another
and also, additional energy is spent in running networking protocols in software. To
meet the needs of future DSM systems for low-latency and lower energy consumption, high-performance network mechanisms are required, such as RDMA. Offloading
data transfers into RDMA accelerators has been proposed as a mechanism to avoid
the overhead of the network stack in high-performance networks [MK97], [LWP04].
However, most published work items focus on commodity networks such as Ethernet or Infiniband [Mel03], [GWD+ 16], and assume RDMA capable Network Interface
Cards (NICs). In an RDMA capable environment, the PGAS approach allows communication by using RDMA operations, that aim at delivering data in-place and avoid
any receiver-side copying. Implementing zero-copy RDMA functionality ensures that
the processor will not be involved in any data copying within a transfer. Several European projects such as Euroserver, ExaNode/ExaNeSt/EuroExa projects [DCA+ 14],
[RPP+ 17], [KCM+ 16], [eur17] have been successfully applied this concept.
As already described in Chapter 3.4, the PGAS programming model provides a
shared memory abstraction on distributed memory machines. There are various software DSM environments and network middleware such as ArgoDSM, GASNet, and
OpenSHMEM that expose a globally shared memory space to Processing Elements,
and each requiring specific semantics to be supported by the host system to ensure
functionality and performance. For example, ArgoDSM is a library that runs on top
of an RDMA-capable network layer. This implies that the underlying network fabric
interface is able to support such primitives (e.g. Remote Memory Access or RMA),
and more importantly, serve them fast.
GASNet uses the ”conduit” system that improves portability, by allowing different hardware vendors to provide hardware-specific solutions, while at the same time,
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generic implementations exist such as the UDP/IP conduit that further guarantee portability across systems. It is shown in [SWL+ 13] that with carefully co-designing of
communication libraries and the underlying hardware interconnect solution, considerable speedups can be achieved. This thesis follows this path and shows that it is
possible to achieve considerable speedups in such a system by optimizing data transfers across the network.

Figure 4.1: The results of the GASNet ”put” benchmark between the two Ultrascale+
devices. The high latency can be attributed to the time required for buffer allocation,
excessive data copying (local and remote buffers) as well as the inducing latency of the
kernel and the UDP/IP stack

Evaluating GASNet remote memory access performance
The GASNet distribution included some microbenchmarks that measure the throughput and latency of ”put” and ”get” operations across nodes. After setting up the environment for two nodes, the performance was measured by running the microbenchmarks. The transfer size is limited to 2 KBytes to avoid saturating the 1 Gbit Ethernet
used by the Linux, and also to normalize the results compared to the 10 Gbit link that
was utilized in the rest of the bare metal benchmarks and measurements. Incorporating
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the 10 Gbit link to work with the Linux distribution required additional effort that is
outside the scope of this thesis and is marked as future work. Nevertheless, as shown
in Figure 4.1, the latency of small-sized transfers is exceptionally high compared to
the bare-metal experiments that use RDMA. This high latency is mainly attributed to
the software overhead induced by the OS and by the TCP/IP stack, in order to allocate
local-remote buffers for the data transfer, which is an undesirable behavior of a DSM
system. An obvious improvement is to replace the TCP/IP stack with RDMA, which
can satisfy the need for sided-communication, thus reducing communication latency,
but even then, RDMA has fundamental limitations.

4.2

Reducing communication latency with FPGAs

Field Programmable Gate Arrays or, in short, FPGAs are hardware computing fabrics
that provide high flexibility to developers and are extensively used for accelerating
compute-intensive applications [CH02]. This technology dates back in the 1980s and
unlike other hardware chips such as ASIC, FPGAs are completely reconfigurable, by
integrating reconfigurable resources that in the form of billions of transistors divided
into different components.
Configurable Logic Blocks, or CLBs, are the fundamental pieces of an FPGA and
are what gives the ability to the FPGA to take on different hardware configurations.
Essentially, many CLBs make an FPGA. Thousands of them can be found on modern
FPGAs and when programmed, they can perform virtually any logic function. An
individual CLB consists of a number of discrete logic components itself, such as lookup tables (LUTs) and flip-flops. Look-up-tables (LUTs) include simple gates combined
with multiplexers and registers and act as boolean function generators.
Digital Signal Processing slices, commonly mentioned DSP slices are used to perform digital signal processing functions, such as arithmetic multiplying or, much more
efficiently than if the same functions were implemented using many CLBs.
Transceivers are integrated to transmit and receive serialized data to and from the
FPGA at very high rates. The task of converting information on the FPGA into serial
data, as well as receiving serial data externally and deserializing it into useful information, while checking for errors in the data becomes more difficult to do with the
configurable logic of the FPGA as speeds increase, eventually hitting a speed cap.
Having a dedicated component available to do this work allows the implementation of
high-speed data transfer by the user without further consuming logic resources of the
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FPGA.
Dedicated blocks of RAM (BRAM) also exist in the FPGA and are used for storing
large amounts of data. Each block comes at a specific set size, but it can be cascaded
or subdivided to create larger or smaller sizes out of these blocks.
The I/O blocks are the components through which data come and go out of the
FPGA. Input and output on the chip go through component groups called IO banks,
which include some IO blocks. The IO blocks themselves are configurable in several
ways. These are similar to transceivers but operate at lower speeds and can maintain
more functional flexibility.
Lastly, the FPGA has a two-dimensional grid of programmable interconnects, that
propagate the signals between the processing elements.
The main advantages of reconfigurable logic compared to conventional CPU or
ASIC chips, is the performance-to-cost ratio of the custom designs, the low energy
consumption, and the ease for hardware design modifications by reprogramming the
device resources, advantages that have been described extensively throughout the years
[HD10]. As such, FPGAs can be the solution to design challenges and are currently
applied in many domains, such as cloud computing, computer vision, HPC, and cryptography. One such application is to reduce communication latency and accelerate data
movement in computer clusters of processing elements merged with FPGAs, by using
custom designs that contain accelerators such as DMA engines. Since data movement between nodes is a key performance factor in DSM systems, it is possible to use
such accelerators to achieve higher performance, while at the same time, keeping the
energy consumption low. In addition, sophisticated designs with dedicated hardware
blocks can bypass the limitations of current generation hardware and can pave the road
towards scalable next-gen DSM clusters. European projects such as Euroserver, ExaNode/ExaNeSt/EuroExa [DCA+ 14], [RPP+ 17], [KCM+ 16], [eur17] use or used FPGA
boards to emulate the most important characteristics of the full-scale prototype that is
or was to be implemented.

4.2.1

System setup

Xilinx, Inc. an American technology company, primarily a supplier of programmable
logic devices, provides Vivado, a software suite for synthesis and analysis of HDL
designs on Xilinx FPGAs, and the SDK (Software Development Kit), which is the
Integrated Design Environment (IDE) for creating embedded applications on any of
Xilinx microprocessors such as the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC. For the needs of the
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Figure 4.2: A view of the FPGA architecture and reconfigurable logic
experiments, tools version 2018.2 was used.
This work was implemented on two Xilinx ZCU102 boards which are general purpose evaluation boards for rapid-prototyping based on the Zynq R UltraScale+TM MPSoC. Each board has 4 GBytes of DDR4 SODIMM and component memory interfaces, FMC expansion ports, multi-gigabit per second serial transceivers, a variety of
peripheral interfaces, and FPGA logic for customized designs. For the needs of the
experiments, these two boards are connected back to back with a pair of SFP cables.
This cable, also known as 10Gbit SFP+ cable, is a form of high-speed cable with
Small Form-Factor Pluggable Plus on either end. SFP cages are compact pluggable
transceivers constructed from robust metal frames that host the cables. A description
of the Zynq Ultrascale+ MPSoC follows.
Zynq Ultrascale+
The Zynq Ultrascale+ family includes the PS or Processing System, and PL or Programmable Logic which is the reconfigurable FPGA fabric. The Processing System
features a Quad-core ARM R CortexTM-A53 MPCore, clocked to 1.2 GHz, that incorporates 32KB of Instruction / Data Cache per core, and 1MB of shared L2 Cache. It
also includes a Dual-core ARM cortex- R5 MPCore clocked in 600 MHz, with 32KB
of Instruction / Data Cache and 128KB of Tightly Coupled Memory (TCM) per core,
4 GByte of DDR4 SDRAM with 64-Bit width, a System Memory Management Unit
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or SMMU, and two eight-channel DMA engines. In Figure 4.3 below we see the
highlights of the Zynq Ultrascale+. We also see the separation of the two main compartments, the Processing System (PS) and the Programmable Logic (PL). The PS that
contains key hardware components that we use for the need of this thesis is divided
mainly into two power domains, as shown in 4.3:
• Low-power domain (LPD)
• Full-power domain (FPD)

Full power Domain
The Full-Power Domain (FPD) contains most of the gate count of the PS. The quadcore Cortex-A53 processing unit, DDR controller, serial I/O peripherals, and the PL
interfaces are in this domain. The FPD interconnect receives transactions from various
masters including processing units and the low-power domain (LPD). The interconnect
has various slaves including DDR, blocks for high-speed interface protocols such as
SATA, the integrated controller for PCIe, and the Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB)
ports of several blocks. Since all the masters have specific throughput requirements
for DDR, all the DDR slave ports are connected to the FPD interconnect to facilitate
minimal latency. The SMMU is also present, as well as an FPD 8-channel DMA
engine.
Low power Domain
The low-power domain (LPD) contains the real-time processing unit (RPU), On-Chip
Memory (OCM) module, I/O unit, debug access port, and central security unit. It also
includes the LPD 8 channel DMA engine that we use.
The LPD DMA engine
The DMA engine inside the LPD has a 64-bit AXI interface and is coherent with the
Cache Coherent Interconnect in the FPD. It supports 8 byte writes with a maximum
burst length of 16, meaning that each transaction can be up to 128 bytes long, and a
total of 32 outstanding transactions is supported. It also supports both simple registerbased DMA or scatter-gather DMA modes, meaning that any transfer can define the
descriptors of the next transfer, keeping the DMA loaded without any user intervention.
This DMA engine is preferred over Xilinx CDMA. CDMA is a Xilinx DMA engine
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Figure 4.3: The Zynq Ultrascale+ MPSoC Top-Level Block Diagram. The objects in
white belong to the Low-power domain, while objects in dark grey to the Full-power
domain. Source: Xilinx
IP that is deployed on FPGA. the LPD DMA excels over the CDMA performancewise, mainly due to the programmable number of outstanding transactions per transfer
and also because any access to DRAM from accelerators need to pass through the PS.
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Unlike CDMA, the LPD DMA engine is inside the PS and as such, the critical path for
accessing local DRAM is shortened.
Vivado design
Two hardware designs were created for the needs of the experiments by using the
Vivado software suite, one for each Xilinx board. Each includes the essential IP blocks
provided by Xilinx, such as AXI communication protocol interconnects, Xilinx Aurora
transceivers as well as Chip2Chip bridges for establishing link connection between
the boards and also for serializing-deserializing the packets across links. The second
design additionally includes 4 MB of BRAM that is used as the destination of the data
transfers. Since the address mapping of each client device is required in each design,
different address regions were assigned to each device. For example, the address space
window assigned to the Chip2Chip bridge of the first design was corresponding to the
BRAM address space in the second design. This practically means that any access
from devices in the first design (such as the accelerator or the CPU itself) corresponds
to accessing whatever was mapped to that address range in the second design. In our
case, that was the base address of the 4MB BRAM blocks. In this way, remote memory
became available to the local application by expanding the accessible physical address
space beyond the DRAM. The Programmable Logic (PL) is clocked at the frequency
of 100 Mhz. Lastly, Xilinx customizable Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) IP core is a
logic analyzer core that is placed on the PL and used to monitor the status of selected
internal AXI signals of the design over a number of clock cycles. With the ILA it is
possible to measure the issued outstanding transactions and the time required for the
writes to be completed and the write acknowledgements to arrive back to the issuer. A
high-level illustration of the design can be found in Figure 4.4.
Operating System
Linux was used as the environment for setting up and benchmarking GASNet performance by using the standard GASNet configuration of the portable UDP conduit.
Linux provides a C++98 compiler as well a functional TCP/IP stack as required by
GASNet. The UDP conduit is a portable implementation of GASNet over UDP, the
User Datagram Protocol that is a standard component of the TCP/IP protocol suite and
it can run on any system that supports TCP/IP. For the rest of the experiments, no OS
was used; instead, bare metal applications were developed with Xilinx SDK and were
run in the processor of the first board. In order to use Linux in these experiments, setup
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Figure 4.4: An overview of the system designs on each node. On the first node, the
processor and the DMA engine in the Processing System issue remote write transactions to specific addresses that correspond to the address space of the transceivers. The
issued transactions are forwarded to local transceivers and then reach the transceivers
of the second node. Since the addresses of the issued remote writes correspond to the
BRAM address space on the second node, the transactions reach the BRAM blocks
and the write is performed.

of the local and remote SMMU is required in order for the local DMA engine to be
granted access to remote memory addresses, but this task has been marked as future
work due to its complexity.

4.2.2

Accelerating data movement

In an environment where multiple ARM-based microservers are tightly coupled with
the FPGA fabric to communicate with each other, communication is crucial to achieve
the performance levels of a modern server processor but with lower energy consumption compared to commodity x86-based servers. As already argued before, RDMA
should be used instead of commodity TCP/IP to increase performance. RDMA can
boost network and host performance with lower latency, lower CPU load, and higher
bandwidth by offloading data transfers from the processor to a dedicated DMA engine.
In contrast, TCP/IP communication typically require copy operations, which add latency and consume significant CPU and memory resources. But even so, RDMA has
its limitations, especially in small packets.
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RDMA limitations
Due to the way DMA engines works, a DMA engine needs to be configured prior to a
transfer by setting its registers, such as:
• Data source address register: which defines the memory address that the data
will be fetched from
• Data destination address register: which defines the memory address that the
data will be written to
• Transfer size register: This register defines the actual size of the transfer
• Other misc. registers: These registers are used to configure several DMA transfer parameters, such as scatter-gather, maximum outstanding transactions, burst
size (will explain in the following paragraph) etc.
Each DMA engine supports a maximum number of outstanding transactions before
stalling the transfer, waiting for a transaction acknowledgement to arrive before issuing a new transaction. Note that a DMA transfer may consist of many transactions,
while the burst size defines the maximum size of a transaction. Generally, the bigger
the number of outstanding transactions and the larger the burst size, the higher the
bandwidth of the transfers and potentially the lower the latency. On the other hand,
each write to the DMA setup registers increases the transfer latency. Also, an additional register that marks the completion or the error of the transfer must be polled
by the application, or an interrupt based mechanism where the DMA interrupts the
processor on transfer completion or error should be implemented. Given the above,
it becomes clear that several writes or reads need to be made to the DMA in every
transfer can be time-consuming, but while this does not pose a problem in medium or
large-sized transfers where the actual data transfer time overshadows the setup time of
the DMA, it poses a problem in small transfers, which are typically latency-sensitive.
It is therefore essential to reduce the latency of such small transfers by investigating
and exploiting other potentials, such as the native memory operation capabilities of
processors, such as load-store.
RDMA and the memcpy function
In the following experiment, we use the two-board configuration described above to
measure the latency of an RDMA operation between the boards. The DMA in the
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PS of the first board copies data from the local memory to the BRAMs of the second
board. A first timestamp was taken before the DMA transfer and a second one right after. This function is a blocking operation that configures the DMA registers according
to the arguments given, starts the transfer, polls the DMA engine until completion and
returns. Tests with several transfer sizes were conducted on a basis of 100 iterations
each, from which the average transfer time for each transfer size was measured. A
pseudocode of the experiment is shown below:

/ / a f t e r the l o c a l data i n i t a l i z a t i o n
TimeBefore = getTime ( ) ;
do DMA ( a r g u m e n t s . . . ) ;
TimeAfter = getTime ( ) ;
AvgTime = T i m e A f t e r − T i m e B e f o r e ;
/ / Check i f t h e d a t a were w r i t t e n c o r r e c t l y
Furthermore, a similar experiment was conducted where the memcpy function was
used for the same transfers instead of the initiateDMA function. Memcpy copies the
values of a user-defined number of bytes from the location pointed to by source directly
to the memory block pointed to by destination. Figure 4.5, plots the latency measured
for transfer sizes of 4 Bytes to 1 Megabyte served both by memcpy and by the DMA
engine. We can extract useful and very important conclusions from these results:

• The latency of the RDMA is similar for transfers sizes up to 256 bytes. Beyond that size, the latency increase is almost linear. This is attributed to the
DMA configuration time combined with the time required to receive the write
acknowledgement, which is a round-trip time; the time required for the data to
get across plus the time required for the write acknowledgement to be received
by the DMA engine.
• The time that the memcpy function takes to complete is much lower for small
transfer up to 128 bytes, compared to DMA. This can be attributed to the ability
of the ARM processor to issue a number of outstanding write transactions without blocking the program execution. As seen in ARM Cortex A53 Technical
Reference Manual [Arm15], the A53 processor is capable of issuing 8 (without
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configured L2 cache) or 10 (with configured L2 cache) outstanding write transactions before stalling execution waiting for an acknowledgement. The processor also has a limited ability of incremental burst transactions up to 16 bytes or
4 words. This practically means that the processor will break the transfer into
pieces called transactions, but, rather than keeping the write size to 8 bytes, the
size of the next transactions will eventually increase to 16 bytes, until the transfer is completed or the maximum number of outstanding transactions is reached.
For example, a memcpy of 64 bytes is completed fast because the first issued
transaction is 8 bytes long, 3 more would be 16 bytes long, while the last will be
8 bytes, giving us a total of 5 transactions. For larger transfers, memcpy gives
inferior performance compared to DMA because of the small burst size per transaction supported by the processor together with the small number of outstanding
transactions per transfer. DMA supports up to 32 outstanding transactions per
transfer, with a maximum size of 128 bytes per transaction, while the processor
supports an incremental burst of up to 16 bytes and up to 8 outstanding transactions. This behaviour is also shown clearly in the exported Vivado waveforms in
the Appendix.
• It becomes obvious that the blocking nature of DMA can increase the latency
significantly for multiple small transfers. For example, given the processor ability to issue multiple outstanding write transactions, eight individual memcpy of
eight bytes each can finish very fast compared to DMA transfers, where, for each
8-byte transaction, proper setup and poll for completion of the DMA is required
before issuing the next.

4.3

A new communication algorithm

Other than describing the multi-aspect problem of expanding the memory capacity and
also provide an insight into the future vision and trends, this thesis also contributes in
accelerating data movement in a significant portion of bus transactions globally, by
introducing, implementing and evaluating a new way of internode communication by
exploiting the capabilities of the modern ARM Cortex A-series processors to accelerate
small data transfers.
The above experiments underline the limitations of DMA in small transfers while
at the same time highlight the capabilities of the processor for the same transfer sizes.
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Figure 4.5: A plot of the RDMA versus memcpy() transfer latency, for transfer sizes
of 4 bytes to 1 Mb. Memcpy excels in sizes below 256 bytes as shown in blue while
RDMA catches up in terms of latency beyond that size (red)
For this, a new algorithm is implemented where it selects whether to use native processor issued memcpy or offload the transfer to the DMA engine, according to the transfer
size. So far, DMA offloading was used for every transfer size. Instead, the application calls the new function, providing the transfer arguments such as source address,
destination address, and transfer size. It is worth mentioning that the application is
completely agnostic to the method that will be used. The algorithm inside the function
chooses the best transfer method to be used, as shown in Figure 4.6. When the transfer
size is smaller than 256 bytes, memcpy is used over DMA. For larger transfer sizes,
the DMA inside the PS is utilized. A pseudocode of the algorithm is also shown below.
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Function call

Analyze
transfer request

No
Initiate DMA

Transfer size below
256 bytes?

Yes
Use memcpy

Poll for DMA
completion

No

DMA transfer
complete?

Yes
Return

Figure 4.6: Flow chart of the transfer optimization algorithm. When the application
calls the transfer function with the algorithm, the algorithm intelligently selects the best
transfer method according to the transfer size argument provided by the application.
Since RDMA is a blocking operation, polling is required before returning to the actual
program execution. In memcpy, polling is not necessary since the processor handles
the transfers and their completion.
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f u n c t i o n t r a n s f e r o p t i m i z e r ( arguments . . . ) {
i f ( t r a n s f e r s i z e < 256)
do memcpy ( a r g u m e n t s . . . )
else{
do DMA ( a r g u m e n t s . . . ) ;
}
return ;
}

4.3.1

Results of using the algorithm

The flexibility of selecting the optimal transfer solution according to the transfer size is
led to a significant performance increase as shown in the following results. The benefits
of the processor capability of issuing outstanding transactions without blocking the
program execution in small transfer sizes are combined with the higher performance of
the DMA engine in larger transfer due to the large number of outstanding transactions.
To verify, an experiment was conducted where the application uses the new algorithm
to carry out transfers of various sizes.
It was expected to observe a considerable speedup in small-sized transfers compared to if DMA offloading or memcpy techniques were used exclusively across the
transfer size range. The lower latency in small transfers would be attributed to faster
completion observed in memcpy compared to DMA, while larger transfers would benefit from the lower DMA transfer latency over memcpy. Indeed, as we see in Figure
4.7, the best possible performance was achieved, by intelligently selecting the transfer
method with the best performance per transfer size.
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Figure 4.7: A plot of the algorithm performance that shows that the optimal performance is achieved for small transfer sizes by exploiting processor capabilities of issuing native memory instructions. Due to intelligent switching to RDMA as transfer
method, the performance of larger transfers does not suffer. The yellow line shows
the algorithm performance, compared to if RDMA (red) or memcpy (blue) were used
alone

4.3.2

Further discussion of results and limitations

The results above show the importance of flexibility and precise tuning a DSM system
must have, to overcome software overhead or hardware limitations. This is something
that FPGAs excel at, by allowing custom modifications or accelerators of various tasks
to be integrated into the system and therefore increasing its potential. One example
is the simple deployment of mailboxes in the design that can be used in a variety of
situations, such as when implementing atomic operations.
Regarding the RDMA, one could argue that it can also be treated as a non-blocking
semantic, which practically means that polling for completion should not block the
program execution but instead, periodic polling should be used. While this is partially
true and can be time-saving, RDMA capabilities are still inferior to processor capabilities for two main reasons:
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• Even in non-blocking operation, the setup time of the DMA by the CPU is considerable and is around 0,5 microseconds, while this time can increase furthermore in cases where DMA accelerators are deployed outside the MPSoC in the
FPGA fabric.
• RDMA does not allow simultaneous small transfers, while the processor can
(unless the threshold of outstanding transactions is reached)
It is also worth mentioning the limitations of this approach, which are attributed to
the processor itself:
• The small burst size supported by the ARM processor If a larger burst size
was to be supported, an actual data transfer would require fewer transactions to
complete, since every transaction would be larger. Additionally, in every write
transaction, a write acknowledgement needs to travel back to the sender from
the destination, introducing traffic and energy waste. In comparison, the RDMA
engine used supports up to 32 outstanding transactions.
• The small number of outstanding transactions that the processor can issue
This can be attributed to chip design limitations but nevertheless, a larger number
of outstanding transactions could contribute in issuing more small-sized transfers
simultaneously or achieving the same beneficial performance in higher transfer
sizes.

4.3.3

Related work

An interesting related work by Philip W. Frey and Gustavo Alonso [FA09] tries to
expose and minimize the hidden costs of using RDMA. While it is considered outdated
and without provision for DSM or clustering, they measure memcpy() performance and
conclude that memcpy performance is strongly affected by the capabilities of the CPU.
A significant effort to expose the RDMA zero-copy concept on DSM environments
was made by the Computer Architecture and VLSI Lab (CARV) of the Foundation of
Research and Technology Hellas (FORTH), in the context of several HPC EU funded
projects, such as [KCM+ 16] and [DCA+ 14].
Since small transfers are typically latency-sensitive and do not cause significant
network link utilization, in the context of ExaNeSt project, in collaboration with FORTH,
a virtualized RDMA engine with QoS capabilities was implemented [PCP+ 18] that
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provides a thousand of virtual DMA channels to the applications, while prioritizing
the small transfers over the larger, bulky ones. While the DMA controller indeed prioritizes small transfers, parameters such as setting up the DMA and the inability of
the DMA to issue more than one transfer before completing the next can limit performance, and therefore, alternatives such as what this thesis proposes should be investigated further.

4.4

Importance of memory management

In order to operate, a hardware accelerator in a DSM system such as a DMA engine
requires communication with the host CPU to receive commands as well as to acknowledge its status and to access data in memory. Since the FPGA interface is capable of
addressing a large amount of the memory space of a system, simple zero-copy data
transfers of control between software and accelerators can remove the induced communication overhead of intermediate software layers. Moreover, in the case where
multiple applications running on the system, the memory access model should provide
memory isolation and be able to guarantee non-interference between applications’ separate virtual address spaces. Things can get even more complicated in an actual DSM
system with the PGAS model, where the limited resources of the SMMU such as the
Translation Lookaside Buffers are called to map as many pages as possible.

4.4.1

Input-Output Memory Management Unit

The System Memory Management Unit (SMMU) is the ARM implementation of an
IOMMU [ARM], a computer hardware unit in which all memory references pass
through, performing the translation of virtual memory addresses to physical addresses
while also providing memory protection and isolation when configured. If left unconfigured, no checks are performed and the SMMU is essentially bypassed.
The SMMU implementation in ZYNQ Ultrascale+ supports a physical address
width of 48 bits in various page size granularities. Each client device generates a
Stream ID which is unique for each client device and may be associated with an
SMMU context that contains the configuration of the SMMU on how transactions
should be processed. Stream matching is used to find the appropriate context for a
particular Stream ID inside the SMMU. By inserting Stream IDs in different Stream
Match Registers (SMR), the dynamic association of SMR registers to different contexts
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and consequently, the ability to have a different setup for each context are allowing us
to achieve several configuration combinations, such as fully isolated contexts between
processes or even shared memory regions between client devices.
The SMMU connects to the rest of the memory system, through to main memory.
The rest of the memory system is described as being downstream of the SMMU. The
connection between the SMMU and the rest of the memory system is the downstream
bus. A client device issues a transaction request to the SMMU. The SMMU then processes that transaction and returns a response to the client. A simple description of a
possible usage model for the SMMU is that the client device makes a memory access
that is routed to the SMMU. The SMMU performs the address translation required for
the access, using translation tables in memory, and makes the required access permission and attribute checks:
An example of the ARM SMMU in the memory system is shown in 4.8.

Figure 4.8: An ARM SMMU in the memory system.

– If the translation is successful and the access is valid, the SMMU performs the
access and returns the result to the client
– Otherwise, the SMMU returns fault information to the client.
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It supports the translation of VAs of up to 49 bits and output addresses of up to 48
bits, as two independent address ranges.

4.4.2

Memory management limitations

The capability of the SMMU and ARMv8 processors to output physical addresses up
to 48 bits corresponds to an address space of roughly 256 Terabytes, according to the
AArch64 specification. AArch64 is the 64-bit execution state of the ARMv8. In a
PGAS environment with a large number of system nodes, some of the physical address
bits are used for the needs of topology. For example, in a DSM system at scale that
consists of eight thousand nodes, 13 bits are required to propagate the data within
the system and to identify the node where the data reside, while the rest can be used to
define the actual memory location within each node. This practically means that in this
scenario, from the 48 physical bits supported by the SMMU, only 35 can be effectively
used within every system, giving an actual capacity of 32 Gigabytes per node. The
memory layout of AArch64, which is the 64-bit execution state of the ARMv8 also
supports 48-bit virtual addresses for both kernel and user address spaces.
Currently, custom hardware implementations such as in ExaNest/Euroexa projects
bypass this limitation by extending the available address space through dedicated hardware on FPGA fabric. This allows for more flexible network topologies within a system and also a distinction between local and remote address spaces. If we are going
to meet the demands in memory capacity of future DSM systems at scale, a larger
physical address and virtual address space should be supported by the next generation
of CPUs. ARM processors are quite famous for their energy-efficiency and therefore
we expect that these limitations will be lifted so that the next generation of energy efficient DSM systems at scale would not need dedicated custom hardware for address
translation across the network.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Plan
5.1

Conclusion

Due to the everlasting conflict between the available memory capacity and the application needs, and the base technologies that deliver memory capacity, the implementation
constraints of DRAM and processors appear to be reaching the limits of current technologies. Consequently, other approaches have been introduced, such as the NUMA
architecture which maintains a system in which memory is accessible by any processor, although with subsequent limits in scalability. Creating a distributed memory view
across clusters of machines, even though at a lower cost, suffered greatly from interconnection technology inefficiencies and the abstractions required to transit from the
software layer to the various interconnects. Emerging technologies and memory designs look promising in increasing the memory capacity, however, in conjunction with
a scalable cluster technology at the hardware level, it might be the catalytic agent for
providing a system with fast, and ample memory capacity.
In such a cluster system with many low-energy consumption microprocessors,
RDMA offloading by using dedicated DMA engines is the preferred data transfer
mechanism over the network due to its advantages over commodity solutions such as
TCP/IP. Nevertheless, as this thesis successfully investigated, there are benefits when
using the processor native ability to issue memory transactions for small transfer sizes.
is also found that this performance benefit diminishes beyond a transfer size after
which RDMA should be used. A system setup with two Xilinx FPGA boards was
used for the needs of the experiments
Given the above, this thesis described, implemented and evaluated an algorithm
that takes advantage of that behaviour to accelerate small-sized transfers, which are
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typically latency-sensitive. The algorithm selects the best transfer method according
to the transfer size. Up to 7-fold decrease in latency was achieved for transfer sizes
below 256 bytes. Furthermore, as memory management is an important aspect of
DSM systems, the limitations of current ARM translation mechanisms to meet the
requirements of future DSM systems are discussed.

5.2

Future plan

The promising results of the described experiments enable further investigation and
more importantly, integration of the methods and optimizations used above in an actual
Linux environment with a software DSM system running on it. This method of accelerating small transfers system enables the zero cost performance increase of critical
DSM functions in hardware, by exploiting the existing memory management capabilities of commercial ARM processors. Therefore, the achieved performance increase
is to be evaluated with the full software stack involved, and the performance increase
in various software DSM environments and applications will be measured. For this
to happen, additional kernel drivers for hardware management are to be developed as
well as modifications to extend the API of software DSM environments to utilize the
underlying hardware, such as the DMA engine or the SMMU. In this thesis, GASNet
performance in remote memory operations is measured and presented. The performance was low compared to custom or proprietary solutions due to excessive data
copies induced by software overhead. Therefore, an important future plan is to optimize GASNet or any other software DSM system to decrease latency. This work can
be achieved:

• By further evaluating the performance increase of processor native memory transactions in a realistic DSM environment running on Linux
• By providing RDMA support and modifying all the necessary functions of the
DSM environment to support RDMA, since none of the software DSM environment provides support for RDMA other than proprietary solutions (such as
InfiniBand)
• By integrating the optimization algorithm into the software DSM primitives
• By further pinpointing the limitations of the memory management subsystem,
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and using virtual addresses instead of physicals across the system global address
space
• By setting up the 10 Gbit Ethernet link to work in the Linux environment

Concluding, I strongly hope and believe that after the completion of the work aforementioned, even more conclusions will be drawn so that future DSM systems and more
importantly, a range of parallel memory-bound applications will enjoy these benefits
natively.
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Appendix A
Vivado waveform output and GASNet
benchmark
The waveform output of the Vivado hardware manager was used to identify the behaviour of both the RDMA engine and the processor during the transfers. By deploying an Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA), we can monitor the values of signals involved
in the transfers. The waveforms were exported as they are so that both the left panel
that indicates the signals and the right panel that indicates the signal status are visible.
This is not the output of a simulation but the values of the signals throughout the DMA
data transfer in hardware. In the bullets below the key signals involved in a transfer are
described.
• AWVALID - Address Write Valid. This signal is asserted to high by the Master device (DMA engine) at the beginning of a write transaction to qualify the
address to be written as well and other bus info. This signal goes from high to
low and vice versa, indicating that more than one transactions are issued before
the transaction acknowledgements begin to arrive.
• ARVALID - Address Read Valid This signal is similar to the AWVALID but it
is used to specify the address destination of a read transaction.
• BVALID This signal is used to mark the completion of an issued write transaction. It is sent from a slave to a master device.
• AWCNT This signal is used by the ILA core to count the number of strobes. A
256 bit transaction on a 64-bit wide bus will give a value of 4 to the AWCNT in
the end of the transaction.
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In Figure A, we observe what happens when a 16 KB transfer is initiated. The
RDMA engine starts the data write transfer by splitting the transfer into 128 bit long
transactions. Whenever the AWVALID bit is set to high, a transaction is initiated.
Write acknowledgements begin to arrive after the sixth transaction has been issued.
Since the maximum number of outstanding transactions has not been met, this does
not affect or stalls the overall transfer.
In comparison, as observed in Figure A.2, we observe the behaviour of the processor during a memcpy(). We can see that the processor can issue a maximum of
8 outstanding transactions before it stalls waiting for write acknowledgements. The
waiting time between the issuing of transactions (AWVALID set to high) due to the
time needed to receive acknowledgments through the BVALID signal is visible.
Lastly, Figure A.3 shows a screenshot of the results of the GASNet remote memory
access benchmark. The high access times measured are mainly due to the software
overhead of the UDP/IP software stack. It is expected that by removing the UDP with
other potent transfer mechanisms such as RDMA, much of this software overhead will
be removed, providing a considerable latency decrease.

Figure A.1: This waveform shows the signal alteration during of a 16KB RDMA transfer in the sender node. It continuously feeds data into the network, as shown by the
AWADDR and AWVALID signals that constantly change. Note that the master device
(DMA engine) does not face any bottleneck due to the BVALID signals that it receives.
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Figure A.2: On the contrary, this waveform shows an identically sized transfer but
this time is served by memcpy(). Only eight outstanding transactions can be issued
by the processor, and no more can be issued before an acknowledgement (BVALID)
is received. The smaller burst size compared to DMA is also visible in the AWCNT
signal.

Figure A.3: Screenshot after the successful setup and initialisation of GASNet on
Linux, when running a performance evaluation by using the UDP/IP conduit. 1000
iterations of ”put” and ”get” operations are conducted, and the average throughput and
latency are measured.

